
 THE WISE CHOICE FOR

EDUCATION
READY TO WORK MODULAR SOLUTIONS.



YOUR TURNKEY 
SOURCE FOR 
TEMPORARY 
ACADEMIC SPACE.

Education is the ongoing process of sharing and acquiring 

knowledge. Although we primarily associate education with 

the young, adults also seek to learn new skills. Whether the 

students are young or old, the educational environment 

must be safe, bright, clean and welcoming. The same holds 

true for permanent and temporary learning spaces. When 

temporary classroom space is needed, you can confidently 

follow the lead of thousands of institutions throughout 

North America and call WillScot.

Our portable classrooms and modular buildings have 

supported K-12, higher education and childcare, with 

the additional space they require to keep pace with 

change. School populations can fluctuate from year to 

year. Childcare facilities might outgrow the building they 

occupy. Buildings can become outdated and require 

renovations or new construction. Natural disasters can 

wreak unexpected damage on a campus. 

Beyond the education sector, an organization may not 

have enough available rooms for training purposes and 

off-site locations might not be an option. All of these 

instances require temporary space that is “ready to 

work”. Whether the need is part of the current budget or 

due to unforeseen circumstances, WillScot is the trusted 

source for quality education space at every stage of life.



The Benefits of 
Modular Space

Uses for 
Modular Space

WILLSCOT CAN OFFER YOU

Space can be configured to meet unique needs, 
ranging from one mobile classroom to multiple units

Mobile classrooms can be ordered and installed in a 
relatively short time span

Modular space can be easily relocated, expanded or 
removed according to  current needs

• Standard or custom floorplans in a variety of sizes
• A choice of new or pre-owned units
• Flexible financing to fit any budget
• Cooperative purchasing
• Turn-key options

• Classrooms – single or an entire campus
• Swing space during renovations or new construction
• Childcare centers
• Libraries
• Administrative offices
• Computer labs
• Training centers
• Testing areas
• Life skills learning centers



For well over 50 years, WillScot has 
proudly served the needs of educators. 
Changing demographics, new programs, 
renovations or emergencies often require 
swift responses. Modular space can 
answer the call quickly and effectively 
and WillScot is the best in the business. 
Our team has the experience, expertise, 
range of products and services you can 
rely upon when making critical space 
decisions for your facility, school system 
or organization.

Careful planning and early ordering 
ensures your modular solution experience 
will proceed smoothly and meet all 
requirements. Contact your local WillScot 
branch today to discuss your specific 
needs and specifications. Let us do the 
work for you so you can stay focused on 
the important task of sharing knowledge.

800.782.1500   |   WILLSCOT.COM
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901 S Bond Street Suite 600 • Baltimore, MD • 21231

*Classrooms may vary from those shown,
and are subject to in-stock availability.


